
DUBAI: Almost half of all phishing attacks (fraudu-
lent email messages or copycat websites that
appear legitimate) registered in 2016, were aimed at
stealing their victim’s money, according to an analy-
sis of the financial threat landscape by Kaspersky
Lab. Compared to 2015, the amount of financial
phishing attacks increased 13.14 percentage points
in 2016 to comprise 47.48 percent of all registered
phishing attacks. In 2016 Kaspersky Lab’s anti-phish-
ing technologies detected almost 155 million user
attempts to visit different kinds of phishing pages. 

Of those, more than 73.5 million- almost half -
were the result of financial phishing attacks, i.e. the
aim was to obtain valuable personal information
from users - such as their account numbers for
banking, credit accounts, social security numbers,
and the login and passwords they use to access
online banking. The cybercriminals intended to use

this information to steal money from their victims.
This is the highest share of financial phishing regis-
tered to date by Kaspersky Lab. 

Banking phishing schemes are the absolute lead-
ers among all types of financial phishing. Every
fourth (25.76 percent ) attack used fake online bank-
ing information, or other content related to banks - a
result that is 8.31percentage points up on 2015. The
share of phishing related to payment systems and e-
shops accounted for 11.55 percent and 10.14 percent
respectively, an increase of3.75 p.p. and 1.09 p.p.
compared to 2015. The share of financial phishing
detected on MacOS computers was31.38 percent.

Security solution
The distribution of different types of financial

phishing in 2016 Financial phishers are particularly
keen to use data related to top multi-national banks,

popular payment systems and Internet shops and
auctions from the US, China and Brazil in their scams.
The list of brands used stays the same from year to
year, as their popularity remains high and they are
therefore a lucrative target for cybercriminals.

“Financial phishing has always been one of the
easiest ways for cybercriminals to earn illegal mon-
ey. You don’t have to be a skilled programmer, and
you don’t have to invest lots of money into support-
ing infrastructure. Of course, most phishing
schemes are easy to recognize and avoid, but judg-
ing by what we see in our statistics, lots of people
are still not cautious enough when it comes to deal-
ing with financial data online. Otherwise, we would-
n’t have seen so many attacks in 2016,” said
Nadezhda Demidova, senior web content analyst at
Kaspersky Lab. In order to protect themselves from
phishing, Kaspersky Lab experts advise users to take

the following measures: When paying online always
check the legitimacy of the website. The connection
should be protected with Https, and the domain
should belong to the same organization that you’re
going to pay. Always check the legitimacy of emails
that you’re receiving from famous brands. Even if it
urges you to do something urgently, like change
your password etc. 

First, make sure that it was sent by a legitimate
party - contact your bank or payment system repre-
sentative to find out if the email really has been sent
by them to you. Don’t click the links in emails or
web-pages if you have doubts about their legitima-
cy; Use a proven security solution with behavior-
based anti-phishing technologies. This will make it
possible to identify even the most recent phishing
scams which haven’t yet been added to anti-phish-
ing databases. 

Every second phishing attack aims to steal money

SEATTLE: Some of the world’s most influential
billionaire philanthropists plan to launch a
powerful digital platform to harness the ava-
lanche of data sent from satellites each day -
and make it freely available for humanitarian
and environmental causes. Bill and Melinda
Gates - who are also custodians of legendary
investor Warren Buffet’s billions - have joined
forces with Pierre Omidyar, founder of eBay, to
fund the ‘Radiant Earth’ project, a repository
and archive of the world’s satellite, aerial and
drone imagery.

The project, expected to cost “multi mil-
lions” of dollars, aims to find ways to combine
and analyze Earth data and imagery and offer
it free of charge in formats that do not require
specific expertise to understand. Anne Hale
Miglarese, Radiant CEO, said the world is now
awash in data but for non specialists, finding it
and creating ways to use it practically can be
both difficult and expensive. “(Radiant) will
help build the ‘who, what, where when or why’
for the planning and management of issues
such as land tenure, global health, sustainable
development, food security and disaster
response,” she said.

Data growth
The Gates Foundation invited more than

150 academics and data analysis specialists to
Seattle last week for what was billed as a
‘Thought Leaders Summit’ on the project.
Experts discussed what humanitarian agen-
cies, environmental and land rights groups
might want and need. Amazon Web Services
Global Open Data chief, Jed Sundwall, said
Radiant would try to “give humans back their
time to focus on research and analysis”.

“Open data is happy data: we have so much
data that can tell us about our world but we
can’t know it because it is too expensive to

know it,” he said. Industry experts said over the
past five years the number of operational
satellites has jumped 40 percent, and nearly
1,400 now orbit the Earth.  This number could
more than double over the next five years as
satellites become smaller, lighter and more
affordable.

Entrepreneurs have increasingly begun to
view the sky as a new market which can help
feed the burgeoning global demand for more
communications, satellite TV and broadband
services. However satellites are also collecting
data from space about the Earth itself.
Applications are far reaching - from tracking
plant health through chlorophyll to gauging
the impact of natural disasters and the surveil-
lance of illegal logging. 

Two weeks ago, India launched 104 satel-
lites - 101 of them for foreign companies and
agencies - in a single mission as part of its
strategic bid for a bigger share of the $300 bil-
lion global space industry. Experts at the
Seattle summit said the multiple launches,
described as a world record by its space
agency, was also significant because 88 were
shoebox-sized Dove satellites launched by
Planet, a San Francisco-based private satellite
operator founded by former NASA scientists.
The constellation of small satellites will, once
settled into orbit in six months’ time, will pho-
tograph the entire Earth every day.

The new explorers
“Satellite imagery might be one of the most

powerful and unbiased tools to tell people
what is going on with the planet” Albert Lin,
Research Scientist at the University of
California, San Diego, told the summit. The key,
he said, lay in finding ways to translate enor-
mous amounts of information into something
that can be understood by everyone. This

means finding ways of sorting and interlinking
the trillions of bits of data sent to Earth and re-
construct them into readable, digital and
sometimes 3D models.

In some cases, data can be analyzed with
the help of communities of “citizen scientists
sitting alone at their computers all over the
world”. “This is a wake-up call that satellite
imagery is not just about questions and
insights but also about engaging the entire
planet in observing the planet, together,” he
said. Some of these techniques were used to
map the New Zealand city of Christchurch
after the 2011 earthquake and in the search for
the Malaysian Airlines jet that went missing in
2014, he said. 

Lin said his laboratory, the California
Institute for Telecommunications and
Information Technology, can explore the world
without disturbing a sod of soil. He led a team
that tried to find Genghis Khan’s tomb in one
of the most remote parts of Mongolia, a quest
that has fascinated historians and scientists for
centuries.  Mongolians believe the tomb to be
sacred and any disturbance of its site a portent
of disaster. 

Data analysts from Australia to Norway
scoured satellite and geo-spatial data from the
most remote parts of the Mongolian moun-
tains. They helped to spot ancient structures
seen only from space that helped to guide the
team on the ground on horseback to pinpoint
the most likely sites. Ultimately, said Radiant
CEO Miglarese, the new platform will foster
more informed decision-making about the
Earth’s resources. The team also hopes Radiant
will encourage the creation of more open
source technologies and innovation that can
help “solve societies’ most pressing issues.”
“Radiant is about using Earth imagery for posi-
tive global impact,” she said. —Reuters

The billionaire philanthropists intent 

on using satellites to save the world
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NEW YORK: Samsung’s product showcase
Sunday is notable for what’s missing: a new flag-
ship phone. Instead, Samsung is spotlighting
new Android and Windows tablets after delaying
the Galaxy S8 smartphone - an indirect casualty
of the unprecedented September recall of the
fire-prone Note 7 phone. The new tablets will
carry the Galaxy brand and come with many of
the Note 7’s features, including the S Pen stylus
and screens with rich colors.

Consumers will have to wait at least a few
weeks longer for details on Samsung’s next
major smartphone. That ’s partly so that
Samsung wouldn’t have to share the stage with
its smartphone rivals at the Mobile World
Congress trade show, which began yesterday in
Barcelona, Spain. The delay also gives Samsung
more time to make sure it has done everything
right, given that any minor bug will surely draw
outsized attention. “The microscope is going to
be firmly on Samsung,” said Geoff Blaber, an ana-
lyst with the research firm CCS Insight.

About the tablets
Samsung said the new tablets will  go

through extensive safety checks put in place
after dozens of Note 7 phone overheated and in
some cases exploded. Those incidents prompted
aviation authorities to ban them on flights;
Samsung eventually killed the product.
Samsung now wants everyone to focus on its
tablets’ most notable features: The new Galaxy
Tab S3, running Google’s Android system, will
have a glass back and metal frame, borrowing
designs from Samsung’s smartphones. 

The screen technology, called AMOLED, offers
richer colors and purer blacks than standard LCD
screens. The display will support high-dynamic
range, a feature that promises brighter whites,
darker blacks and a wider range of colors - at
least for the handful of video titles produced
with that capability.

For those wanting a laptop replacement,
Samsung is releasing the Galaxy Book with
Microsoft’s Windows 10 and more powerful
processors from Intel. Only the 12-inch version
will get AMOLED, though; the 10-inch Galaxy
Book will use LCD. Both models come with a key-
board attachment, something sold as an option-
al accessory for the S3. The Galaxy Book is
Samsung’s answer to Apple’s iPad Pro and
Microsoft’s Surface devices. All models come
with Samsung’s S Pen and include standard fea-
tures from the Note phones, such as taking on-
screen notes when the phone is locked. But
unlike the Note, these tablets lack spring-loaded
cavities for storing the stylus. Prices and release
dates haven’t been announced. Samsung also
said that its Gear VR virtual-reality headset will
now come with a hand-held controller, matching
Google’s Daydream View offering.

Phone competition
The absence of a new Samsung phone gives

rivals a chance to shine. LG, for instance, is push-
ing a G6 phone that is slightly smaller than the
Note 7 but matches the doomed phone’s 5.7-
inch screen size. LG is also matching major rivals
in offering water and dust resistance, though in
doing so, it got rid of an ability to replace the bat-
tery with a spare - a feature LG had long cited to
set itself apart from rivals. 

LG also redesigned the insides to separate the
two main sources of heat - the main processor
and the display driver - while doubling the sepa-
ration between the battery’s positive and nega-
tive chambers. The fact that these under-the-
hood improvements are getting any mention at
all shows the climate all phone makers are navi-
gating after the Note 7 fires.

Meanwhile, Motorola has a new version of its
mid-range Moto G phone, while Chinese smart-
phone maker TCL is unveiling a BlackBerry
Android phone with a physical keyboard after
BlackBerry gave up on making hardware itself.
And the classic Nokia 3310 phone from the year
2000 is coming back; although it’s not a smart-
phone, the device is popular for its durability. It’ll
be tough, though, for any company to stand out
as innovation in smartphones slows down. The
challenges are underscored by the fact that only
Apple appears to have benefited from
Samsung’s troubles. 

According to research firm IDC, worldwide
iPhone shipments grew 5 percent in the fourth

quarter, compared with the previous year. That’s
about the same as what Samsung lost. Even
after the Note 7 recall, many consumers decided
to stay with Samsung, analysts say. Switching to
the iPhone means learning a new operating sys-
tem and buying new apps, while Google
couldn’t produce enough of a promising
Android contender, the Pixel, to meet demand.

Samsung’s next phone
Samsung took a $5.3 billion hit on its earn-

ings in recalling millions of Note 7 phones. Its
reputation also took a hit - but not necessarily
permanently. “In the process of addressing the
situation, I think Samsung buys back some of
the good will with consumers,” said Ramon
Llamas, an analyst with IDC. “What people want
is an assurance that it doesn’t happen again.”
This could mean being more conservative in the
S8 features, though it also needs some breakout
features to restore excitement in the brand. 

Llamas said that could come through soft-
ware features, such as S Voice, a voice assistant
rivaling Apple’s Siri, or Samsung Flow, a way for
multiple devices to work together. The new
tablets will come with Samsung Flow so that you
can make phone calls and answer texts using
the tablet as a bridge to a phone sitting on the
table or in your pocket. Blaber said Samsung was
smart in delaying the launch of the S8, as it
needs a smooth rollout to recover.—AP

Samsung delays its new phone 

and showcases tablets instead
New tablets to carry the Galaxy brand

NEW YORK: A user takes a photograph through a window using a Samsung Galaxy Tab S3
tablet, in New York.—AP

KUWAIT: HMD Global, the home of Nokia
phones, today unveiled a new generation
of Nokia smartphones, setting a new stan-
dard in design, quality and user experience
throughout the range. The highly anticipat-
ed global portfolio features three new
smartphones - the new Nokia 6, delivering
performance and immersive entertainment
in a premium and extremely robust design;
Nokia 5, an elegant smartphone that fits
perfectly in your hand; and Nokia 3, which
delivers an unprecedented quality at an
affordable price point. 

The new range of Nokia smartphones all
run Android Nougat and offer a pure,
secure and up to date experience and will
all feature Google Assistant. Today also sees
the return of a modern classic - the iconic
Nokia 3310, reborn with a modern twist on
design. The family of products announced
demonstrate a belief that every consumer
should have access to premium quality, not
just those with high end flagship devices.
Combined with a thoughtful design philos-
ophy that focuses on improving the smart-
phone experience at every level, each tech-
nical component has been carefully consid-
ered and integrated into the phone design
to have the biggest benefit on consumers’
daily lives. 

Drawing on the hallmarks of the Nokia
phone heritage of quality, simplicity and
reliability, the range is designed for a new
generation of fans. With a commitment to
deliver pure Android, users can expect a
simple, clean and clutter free experience.
Featuring the latest Google services, as well
as monthly security updates, Nokia smart-
phones are safe, secure and up-to-date.The
new Nokia smartphones feature Google’s
most recent innovation, the Google
Assistant, building further on a great
Android experience.

Our teams have worked together to
ensure the Google Assistant is integrated,
allowing for conversations with the Google
Assistant to take place easily on Nokia
smartphones. It was also announced that
the world-renowned game Snake will be
snaking its way back into people’s hearts
with a new version available to play on
Messenger, part of Facebook’s Instant
Games cross platform experience. The new
free Snake game is designed to be played
with groups of friends making it even more
playable than the first time around.  

The new Nokia range of Android smart-
phones unveiled today ahead of Mobile
World Congress includes:

Nokia 6 is going global - combining
superior craftsmanship and distinctive
design with immersive audio and an
impressive bright and colourful 5.5” full HD
screen, the Nokia 6 delivers a truly premi-

um smartphone experience. The unibody
of the Nokia 6 is crafted from a single block
of 6000 series aluminium. The smart audio
amplifier with dual speakers allows con-
sumers to experience a deeper bass and
unmatched clarity, whilst Dolby Atmos
sound delivers a powerfully moving enter-
tainment experience. Available in four
colours - MatteBlack, Silver, Tempered Blue
and Copper - the Nokia 6 will retail at an
average global retail price of €229.

Nokia 6 Arte Black Limited Edition - cele-
brating the worldwide Nokia 6 portfolio is
the Nokia 6Arte Black Limited Edition. With
64GB storage and 4GB RAM, this special
edition combines the best features of the
Nokia 6 family in a stunning black high
gloss package and will retail at an average
global retail price of €299.

Nokia 5 - a sleek and compact smart-
phone that nestles in your hand. The Nokia
5 has been precision engineered out of a
single block of 6000 series aluminium to
create a perfect pillowed body that flows
seamlessly into the sculpted Corning
Gorilla Glass laminated 5.2” IPS HD display.
Powered by the Qualcomm Snapdragon
430 mobile platform and the Qualcomm
Adreno 505 graphics processor, the Nokia 5
brings robust structural integrity, attention
to detail and the quality of a high-end flag-
ship to everyone. Available in four colours -
MatteBlack, Silver, Tempered Blue and
Copper - the Nokia 5 will retail at an aver-
age global retail price of €189.

Nokia 3 - a stunning new smartphone
designed to deliver an outstanding experi-
ence with unprecedented value.  With a
precision machined aluminium frame
forged out of a single piece of aluminium, a
sculpted Corning Gorilla Glass laminated 5”
display and seamlessly integrated 8MP
wide aperture cameras (front and back),
the Nokia 3 packs a truly premium quality
smartphone experience into its compact
and elegant form. Available in four distinc-
tive colours - SilverWhite, Matte Black,
Tempered Blue and Copper White -
theNokia 3 will retail at an average global
retail price of €139.

Also announced today were:
Nokia 3310 - a modern classic reborn.

Thin, light and incredibly durable, the
Nokia 3310 is a head turning modern twist
on one of the best-selling feature phones
of all time. Boasting an incredible 22-hour
talk-time and month long stand-by, the
Nokia 3310’s fresh, colorful, modern design
brings it bang up to date. The Nokia 3310 is
available in four distinctive colours -
WarmRed and Yellow, both with a gloss fin-
ish, and Dark Blue and Grey both with a
matte finish. 

A new era for 

Nokia smartphones


